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Simply import your media into
VEGAS Pro and begin editing.

This revolutionary tool allows you
to create stunning HDR videos that
look completely natural in a variety
of environments, including extreme
low light and indoor environments.
EGL Head-Up Display enables you
to watch live game play on a head-

mounted display (HMD) while
viewing controls, stats and

statistics on the D-Pad, touch
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screen, game controller or a
keyboard and mouse. Games

displayed on the EGL Head-Up
Display do not need to be running.

You can easily swap games by
pressing the EGL headset button.

Supported titles include Call of
Duty, NBA 2K, Madden NFL, EA
SPORTS FIFA, Need For Speed,
Borderlands, NBA Live, MLB The
Show, Madden NFL, Watch Dogs,
NBA Live, Guitar Hero and ESPN.

Support your artists and create
your own music in this award-

winning music software. Creative
tools like Drummer, Guitar, Bass
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and Keyboard were designed to
help you make music fast, and

intuitive features like BeatMapping
and the Drummer Player let you

add real drums and music to your
videos and photos. You can also
edit audio in real-time as you play

along with your song or movie, and
use MIDI, audio or voice recording

to make and record your own
melodies. The new Magic Smoke®

L.E.D. pens now feature an LED
indicator light and multi-directional

tip for incredibly precise
brushwork. Experience the

precision and control that this
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special brush delivers. The tip has
also been tapered down for a
better, more comfortable feel.

These pens can be used in any
media including ink, acrylics,
watercolors, oils and more.

Capture more of your adventures
with the JVC GZ-HM40

camcorder. With built-in Wi-Fi
capabilities, this camcorder

streams HD video directly to a
smartphone, tablet, or computer.
With a slim and light design that
fits in your pocket, the JVC GZ-

HM40 is a great choice for
capturing those special moments.
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Affordable, simple and effective
video surveillance is what you get
with the Hikvision HD IP Camera.

This surveillance solution
combines intuitive software
control, a reliable network

infrastructure and high quality
wireless cameras. The wireless
camera uses state-of-the-art HD
CMOS technology, coupled with

3G2HD resolution, to produce high
quality images that can be
archived or streamed in HD
through the Hikvision HD IP
Camera. The new D5 line
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This is the first part of my review of
the new features and tools that
have been added to Sony Vegas
Pro 13... All about video and
editing! #sonyvegas #sonivegas
#mariaomg My Instagram Sony
Vegas Pro 13 - how to make cool
transitions, how to make beautiful
animations, etc. Sony Vegas Pro
13 | Lessons | How to make a
beautiful transition? Vor 2 years 2
056 843 How to make a beautiful
video transition for your video
using Sony Vegas Pro 12 - 13. I
hope you get Sony Vegas Pro 13 -
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Lesson #3: How to make beautiful
transitions? Vor 2 years 738 949
Sony Vegas Pro 13 | Lessons |
How to make beautiful fffad4f19a
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